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1. How would you balance Cambridge families’ desire for world languages in 
elementary school within the constraints of the available time, assuming no 
changes to the length of the school day? 

Families have made it very clear that world languages should be a 
priority in our children’s education. Administrators have made the 
argument that we must prioritize math and ELA subject matter, because 
these are the areas that are being tested.  Students have ELA instruction 
five days a week. I believe that students would benefit from using some of 
the time that is currently devoted to ELA, to study world languages.  

I think that in order to more effectively advocate for world languages 
on the behalf of constituents, the School Committee must reach a 
consensus, together with the administration, on what are priorities really 
are: short-term growth as measured by standardized tests or long-term 
development of our students. Research shows that increasing the amount 
of time spent on math and ELA exercises directly (and quickly) effects the 
math and ELA standardized test scores. Research also shows that learning 
a second language early will expand a child’s ability to think creatively. 
Devoting time during the school day to world language instruction (as 
opposed to more time devoted to math and ELA) may not impact 
achievement within a year; it’s more of a long-term investment.  

We need to frame it as a choice: would we rather choose long-term 
investments in our children, or short-term increases in test scores? One of 
these options may look better to real estate businesses or foundations 
awarding grant money based on short-term gains in test scores. But it’s the 
School Committee’s and the School Administration’s job to look out for the 
well-being of our students first and foremost. This is the way I would frame 
the argument.   

 

2. What steps do you feel the school committee can take to support recruitment 
of low-income families to the Cambridge immersion programs, to ensure 
families of all background can benefit from these programs? 

There is a school culture problem here that needs to be addressed. 
Certain groups of people are not feeling welcome. This is particularly 
apparent in our bilingual immersion programs. Here are some steps that 
can be taken to improve school culture: 1) Wraparound services, including 
social workers and other supports, to specifically meet the needs of 
students and families with hardships 2) Cultural competency training for 
teachers, principals, and family liasons, to better understand and support 
the needs of a diverse population  3) Prioritizing diversity in hiring 
practices of teachers, principals, and school staff and 4) Evidence-based 
discipline practices such as PBIS (Positive Behavior Intervention and 
Supports) and Restorative Justice Practices.   



 

3. What level of resources should the District provide to support the Ola 
Portuguese and Chinese immersion programs in middle school? 

The district should provide adequate training in 1) the bilingual immersion 
model, 2) Cultural competency training  3) mentoring/ pairing new teachers 
with effective and experienced teachers 4) wraparound services including 
social workers, to meet the needs of students and families facing hardship 
5) Adequate resources for evidence-based disciplinary practices such as 
PBIS (Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports) and Restorative Justice 
practices (no taking away recess, no elementary school suspensions). 

 
4. How could the Sheltered English immersion programs work together with 

Amigos, Ola and Chinese immersion? 
Just as in special education, there should be a fluid continuum of 

services. Students who start out in SEI should be able to ease into a 
more mainstream environment, but have the option of taking SEI 
classes in certain subject areas, or if more support is needed. The more 
seamless the transition between SEI and bilingual immersion classes, 
the better it is for students.   

 
5. What languages do you consider to be the most important for students to 

learn in the 21st century? 
Early language learning can be thought of as a gateway. It doesn’t 

matter so much which language(s) you learn first. When I was in high 
school, I took four years of Latin. Not the most “practical” language for 
the 21st century, or even the 20th century, but it got me excited about 
languages. In college, I went on to study Italian, which is only a tiny bit 
more “practical” than Latin. But it was practical for me, because it 
allowed me to go to Italy and study art history and Italian poetry, and 
develop a deeper understanding of the world. It’s important that 
studying languages (and art and poetry for that matter) not be 
considered an “extra”. Learning any language can significantly deepen 
one’s perspective on the world, and help to make one a more informed 
and well-rounded citizen. After all, isn’t that what education is all about?  

	  


